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Zane is back in Arizona!  
A story of a mother’s 

determination and a little help  
from ARC “friends”

Read Zane’s story on page 7 - 8
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December 2020  
Deuce Coupe Corner 

By Tom Jones, President 

     2020 has not turned out as we planned this year.  Fortunately, we were able to hold 
our February car show/swap meet just before the Covid-19 virus hit us in March.  Who 
would have thought that we would not have monthly general meetings and have our 
2021 Car Show cancelled?  Wearing face masks has become the normal attire for the 
day when going outside our homes.  The ARC shop has been able to function since 
June and continues to be available to members Monday through Friday.  Thank you to 
those members who have volunteered to monitor over the past months and kept the 
shop open.  Many projects have been worked on and some completed, even under 
the current situations of staying healthy while being with others. 
     A special THANK YOU to the members who have stepped up and volunteered to 
be officers, managers, monitors, safety coordinators and leaders in our club.  I will 
certainly support Dean Lewellen, our new President, and his team.  I will still be in the 
shop and volunteer.  DO I SMELL DONUTS?  If you are a long time member, thank 
you for your time, talents and treasures.  If you are new to ARC, please consider 
helping pay down our debt on our state-of-the-art shop. After our building debt has 
been paid, the club can do more charity work with youth and local residents. 
     Suzanne (AKA Sparky) and I want to encourage everyone to stay safe. We are 
very thankful for the community in which we live, ARC and all our friends and 
neighbors.  Keep Christ in Christmas and be a blessing to one another. We are looking 
forward to new and better adventures in 2021. 

Blessed to be a blessing; 
Tom & Suzanne Jones

The words thank you don’t seem to be enough!
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                   Thank You Tom & Suzanne Jones! 

     For the last nine years Tom & Suzanne Jones have 

dedicated countless hours and days to the success 

of ARC.   Without  them, I can say we would not be

 the premier club we have grown to be.  In 2011 when

 ARC was forming, Suzanne and her father, John Chaney, came  to our first

organizational meeting at Beardsley Park.  This small group was the start of 
our restoration club.  Nine years later we all owe Tom and Suzanne for their 
unbelievable contribution. Although Tom was not at this 1st meeting (he was 
still working), he soon became a major force in the direction of the club.  
Suzanne’s role was pretty much behind the scenes, but no less important!

   When ARC was forming we had no place to meet, work on cars, or do 
anything.  Suzanne went with me to several meetings with the SCW General 
Manager and was so helpful in being a great administrator and Treasurer.  Still 
today, she is Tom’s rock that holds things together.  Behind every great man is 
a great woman!  

     Tom was always a supporter.  After the untimely passing of John Chaney, 
Tom filled the gap with hours of work making sure we were on the right track!  
When the approval came for ARC to be a club in SCW we didn’t have any 
funds, or a place to meet.  I declared we would raise the money and build our 
own building.  The first family to step up was the Jones/Chaney Family.  They 
made a sizable donation which enabled me to ask the Rec Center for a loan 
to build the building.  The REC Center said yes, and many more members 
stepped up and made large and small donations.  ALL OF THEM WERE 
IMPORTANT!  In 2016 we cut the ribbon on our beautiful building, the John S. 
Chaney Restoration Center.  This was the first building in SCW built by a club!  
It was made possible by many, but the ball started rolling with the donation of 
Tom & Suzanne and the Chaney Family!

     Tom later became President, and has served several years in that capacity 
with Suzanne quietly working very hard in the background.  We cannot thank 
them enough for their service to the club and the community!   I can safely 
say we owe our success to them!  Thank you!
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Thank you Tom and Suzanne Jones!   
We truly appreciate you both! 

      I would like to ask some of the newer members to make a contribution 
to the building fund.  We have made a BIG dent in our loan, but with the 
addition of the new paint room, we need funds.  Once we have the 
building paid for, we can do even more for our community.  We became a 
501(c)(3) charitable organization because of the labor of Suzanne.  Our 
club goal is to be the leader in training/education and supporting other 
charitable groups in and around our community.  We have done a good 
job, but with the building paid off we can do a lot more! Please 
contribute…since we had to cancel our Car Show (biggest fundraiser), we 
need your contributions more than ever!
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Remembering The Good Times with Suzanne and Tom Jones 
Thank you for all of your hard work from ARC members
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Tuesday 

December 15, 2020 

Breakfast - 8:00 am 
Tivoli Gardens 

Menu Selection: 
Each meal includes: Ice Tea or Soda or Coffee (no substitutions) 

A.)  2 Eggs, 2 Bacon or Sausages OR 1 of each, Toast or Muffin AND Hash 
Browns or Home Fries (with onion or without) 
B.)  2 Eggs, 2 Bacon or Sausages OR 1 of each AND 2 Pancakes 
C.)  2 Eggs, 2 Bacon or Sausages OR 1 of each AND 2 pieces of French 
Toast 
D.)  2 Eggs, 2 Bacon or Sausages OR 1 of each AND 1/2 of a Belgian 
Waffle 
E.)  Eggs Benedict: choice of Canadian Bacon, regular Bacon, shaved 
Turkey, shaved Ham, or Sausage Patty on top of an English Muffin with 2 
poached eggs AND Hash Browns or Home Fries (with or without Onions) 

50 Tickets - $15/ea. 
Purchase between November 1st & December 10th  
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Purchase breakfast tickets at ARC 

You can select your meal choice at the restaurant
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    Good news everyone!  Zane Childress is back in Arizona, and feeling GREAT!
Zane came through  all of his surgeries  with flying colors and was  pronounced well enough to 
travel so he and  his mother Michelle decided to come West and participate in the “Dino’s All 
Chevy Git Down” last weekend.
     All veteran ARC members know Zane but for those of you who are new to ARC we will give 
you a recap.  When Zane was six years old, his father gave him an old Chevy pick up truck 
which, starting at a young age,  he was able to drive around his uncle’s acreage in New River.
     In 2012, Zane was diagnosed with an MPNST and his battle with cancer began.     In 2014 
the MPNST had metastasized to his brain and after 2 brain surgeries, he and Michelle flew to 
Seattle where he underwent several months  of Proton Therapy on his brain. During his 
inpatient stay for chemo treatment he was approached by the Make A Wish Foundation.
     Of all the things a kid could wish for Zane asked for the restoration of his beloved pick up.  
Alas, for all sorts of legal reasons, motor vehicles were not on the menu and it dealt Zane a 
devastating blow.
     As Michelle tells it, “this is when God stepped in!”  Someone at Make a Wish overheard the 
conversation and said, “we may not be able to do it but I think I know someone who knows 
someone that might make this happen!”  This is where ARC comes in.
     ARC was in its infancy during this time. We were all meeting at one of the out door 
Ramadas of Beardsley Park and were merely “‘a small group of dreamers.”  We had the 
required minimum of 75 members to open a club but had no assets, no equipment and no 
building, just a charter for the club to be truly an official club and a dream.  Did I say no 
assets?  Not true!  We actually had several  assets that, while not tangible, would prove crucial 
to the future success not only of Zane’s project but would in turn, set the tone for the future of 
the  club: namely, knowledge, connections, drive and  “an attitude to get the job done! “ 
     The Make A Wish folks presented Zane’s case to ARC and the answer was then, as it 
would always become,  “sure, we can do something!”  Knowledge was shared, connections 
pursued and little by little vendors contributed time, materials, parts and services to bring this 
project to fruition.  All, by the way, without Zane’s knowledge.
     Upon completion of the truck, Barrett Jackson had partnered with Make A Wish for the 
presentation of Zane’s truck. The reveal was made under the guise of inviting Zane to attend 
the  Barrett Jackson auction which included Zane’s personal tour of the auction given by Craig 
Jackson himself.  The tour ended at the auction room where everyone involved with the 
restoration was standing  in a line on stage.   When Zane was wheeled into the room he saw, 
on stage, a line  of ARC members, family, friends and others from the community who made 
Zane’s wish a reality.  This was a complete surprise to Zane, who believed that he was at the 
auction solely for the tour with Mr. Jackson.  The line opened like a gate to reveal Zane’s  
beloved, immaculately restored Chevy, there was not a dry eye in the house!    Zane cried in 
disbelief from seeing his spectacular wish come true.

A touching holiday story for ARC members

by Ed Zacko and Michelle Childress
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     Zane’s truck restoration became the first real project for ARC and served as the 
catalyst that truly  solidified the club as a “community outreach organization” and through 
this, allowed us to be registered as a 501(c)(3) organization.
   Zane is now celebrating 6 years of being cancer free!  Unfortunately another rare 
complication of his genetic condition presented itself.  Between the ages of 16 to 20 
years old, Zane had a rapid onset of disfiguring scoliosis /kyphosis ( severe curvature of 
the spine), causing debilitating pain 24/7. 
     Zane needed serious spinal surgery and the doctor best qualified to perform it was at 
Johns Hopkins in Baltimore MD.   Sadly, Michelle decided to sell the house in AZ and 
take Zane to MD for the surgery.   Barrett Jackson offered to store Zane’s truck for him 
free of charge until he was well enough to come for it.   In MD,  after months of scans and 
tests they were informed that the scoliosis was so severe that the operation could not be 
done safely without risk of permanent paralysis. It was another crushing blow.
     While in Baltimore, Michelle continued to research and located Dr Lenke at Columbia 
University in NYC whom doctors at Johns Hopkins agreed was the only hope to save 
Zane’s spine.  At this time last year (which included spending Thanksgiving in the 
hospital), Zane had the ten hour long surgery to bring him relief.  The operation was a 
success.  
     Today Zane is now able to travel and after a separation of one and a half years, is 
finally reunited with his beloved truck. He is not 100% (cannot swing a golf club) but is 
doing fantastic and is “feeling great!”
     When asked about her feelings through all of these events, Michelle says that 
throughout this journey, the only cards and well wishes they have received came from 
ARC and its members.  Their prayers, cards and gifts have given her the strength she 
has needed to get through.  Knowing that Zane has 300+ grandparents (Zane’s birth 
grandparents have all passed) pulling for him makes her forever grateful.  
     “I have learned the value of patience and to trust in God’s timing!”
      Zane is now twenty two and as he sat in his truck in Anna’s Court Yard, I asked the 
same question of him.   He looked around the court yard and then down at the truck and 
said quietly,  “Things could always be worse!”
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Zane’s truck  restoration project is a tribute to 
Zane and to all of our club members, friends and 
family who have been diagnosed with cancer 
and are battling the disease..There Is Hope!
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The Lauren Matley Paint Booth
has a new manager

     Bob Janis has agreed to take over the Manager's position 
and Lee Schwartz will assume the Assistant Paint Booth 
Manager's position.  Bob will be in charge of scheduling and 
training.   Please direct your questions to him regarding these 
items.
     ARC gives a big thank you to  Lee Schwartz,  for organizing 
the formation of the Paint Shop and running it for many years.

Bob’s Scout getting a fresh coat of paint

during his long restoation
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The Lauren Matley Paint Booth 
Dedicated December 1, 2018 

(read more about Lauren on Page 11)

Lauren Matley (#16) and wife MarionHerb Clark, Tom Jones and Lauren
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“Finally paint is complete!  Now, on to the interior and rag top.  Any 
bets on how many years that may take?” says Gary Jones 

who used the paint booth for his Hot Rod
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I was 14 years old in 1946 when our family moved 
from Reno, NV to Berkeley, CA. My father was a 
traveling salesman for an automotive parts store in 
Reno and had accepted a better job offer in California. 

I was the 3rd of 4 boys. My second oldest brother, 
Russell, was an old model T owner since junior high 
school. He was nuts about old cars and a walking 
dictionary of automotive history. Russell was a 
musician in the 6th Army Piper's band stationed 
across the bay from Berkeley at the San Francisco 
Persidio. He came home on the weekends. As an 
aspiring young mechanic, Russell found my willing 
ears listening to his wondrous tales about the unique 
cars of the early 20th century. 

As my interest grew, Russell challenged me to seek 
out any old cars I could locate in the ritzier section of 
the Berkeley hills. Peeping in garages, in alleys behind 
the stately homes of the upper class residents of the 
area, and any old cars abandoned around town. He 
promised me we would visit these automotive 
treasures together on the weekends he was home. His 
offer prompted me to do just that. Find any old crate of 
a car and report to him on his return home on Friday. 

I learned a lot. The old 1919 Franklin I found 
abandoned on the street, a 1930 Packard Phaeton 
along side of an auto repair shop, a 1935 Packard 
sedan in a driveway just up the street, and a backyard 
full of mid-30's Fords. My time after school was filled 
with jaunts all over Berkeley. Russell would mesmerize 
me as we looked over these treasures, showing me 
the differences of every make and model I had 
discovered. He astounded me with his knowledge of 
the unusual and different mechanical features of these 
cars.  Well, I was hooked from that time on! 

At age 22, I bought my first old car. It was a 1926 
Buick Sport Coupe with a golf bag door and a shift 
pattern that shifted opposite of the standard 
transmissions of the era. Of course, who found it for 
me? Russell. My next car was a 1927 Model T Ford 
1-1/2 ton delivery van I purchased from the Oakland 
Towel Co. It was so big, I had to park it next to the 
garage.  My  kids  and  all  the  neighbor's   kids  spent  

many a sunny afternoon tooling around the tract where 
we lived. Then it was a 1924 Model T roadster pick-up, 
a 1950 Mercury station wagon, a 1941 Buick sedan, 
etc., etc., etc. 

My first classic cars were a pair of Rolls-Royce 
Saloons. I was tipped-off by a friend that the local 
bank had repossessed a 1935 RR Hooper Saloon and 
a 1937 Thrupp and Mayberly Saloon. I went to the city 
garage where the bank had them stored and marveled 
at these classic behemoths. The bank was auctioning 
them off the following week. My friend who knew the 
banker handling the auction kept me briefed on the 
auction progress. A week or so later, my friend said the 
bank had received only one bid for the cars for $3000. 
The banker said to my friend that the bank would likely 
let them go, if a bid of $3300.00 was received. 

O.K. get this. I knew it was a bargain. But how could a 
working stiff like me with 6 kids come-up with enough 
cash to bid on the RR’s?  I had located a potential 
buyer for one of the RR's and if I could pull off this 
deal, I could end-up with a Rolls at no cost to me. 
Hmmmm. I went to my bank and asked if I could 
borrow $3300.00. “What can you prove for collateral,” 
said my banker? I said a pair of antique Rolls Royce's! 
O.K., bring us the titles, no hurry. We will advance the 
money today based on your previous dealings with us. 

Those 2 classic Rolls-Royce Germany silver radiators 
facing the street in my driveway became a community 
anomaly. My life and old cars were permanently 
bonded from that time forward . I have spent many 
months over the last 40 years meticulous restoring 
many fine automobiles of the 1930's and a few fine 
1965 Buick Riviera's in the process. I can trace most 
all of my friends back to an old car or some car related 
event in my life. Life is good, especially if you get bugs 
in your teeth from driving your convertible. 

Editor’s note:  Lauren and his wife, Marion, have lived 
in SCW for 12 years.  Lauren is very active with ARC, 
chairing the Car Show/Swap Meet for the past three 
years. He is the proud owner of a beautiful 1937  
Buick.

MY INTRODUCTION TO 
OLD CARS 
By Lauren Matley 
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Bob Pratt displays his collection at the RH Johnson Library in front of 
one of the two displays he has for some of his collection.  The library 
allowed him to showcase ARC and the collection for the month of 
August. 

The car display at ARC every 60 days is as follows: 

Nov/Dec    Chevrolet Display 

2021 

Jan/Feb    Ford Product Display 

Mar/Apr    Corvette Display 

May/Jun    Miscellaneous Car Display 

July/Aug    Old Timer Display 

Sept/Oct    Chrysler Products Display 

Nov/Dec    General Motors Display 

Visit the Sun City West library to see Bob Pratt’s collection!

Is there anyone here that  
does not do this!
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Meet the new officers for 2021 

President        Dean Lewellen 
1st Vice President        Dave Meyer 
2nd Vice President        Ray Peterson 
Secretary                  Nancy Haviland 
1st Treasurer             Pete Mahnke 
2nd Treasurer             Gary  Kakert

Nancy, Pete, Dean, Ray, Dave, Gary
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LARC Breakfast 
Thursday,  December 17   

9:00 A.M. 
Memo’s in the  
Bowling Alley 

No need to reply, just come and 
enjoy fellowship  

with other ladies of ARC 
Remember no  

fragrances please

     Christmas in the Park will look a little different this year.   Due to 
COVID-19, the Rec Center will change the annual holiday celebration for 
social distancing purposes.   Curbside Christmas will be from 9 AM to noon 
Saturday Dec. 19 in the RH Johnson parking lot, in front of the Social Hall 
and Administration Office.   To participate in Curbside Christmas/Drive-by 
Santa you must be a Sun City West resident.   Tickets are free and will be 
available beginning Tuesday, Nov. 3, at the RH Johnson Box Office.   A map 
will be provided at that time to show where to enter for the treat bag. At 
curbside, drivers may pick up crafts, reindeer food and a donut for their 
grandchildren.   Each child will need a ticket to receive an elves treat bag.  
Santa will be there along with his elves to had out the elves treat bag.   The 
crafts will be simple, however you will need some glue for the projects.   It is 
very important to keep the Reindeer Food since the letter from Santa will 
mention it.
     Letter from Santa is another event that is happening. Look in the Rec 
Center News for Letter to Santa and see how to receive a questionnaire

Christmas in the Park 2020
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9th Annual Rock Around the Block 
December 5th 
8 AM to 2 PM 

Once again, we will have our ARC Rock 
Around the Block in conjunction with 
Nancy Perry’s Christmas Car Show 

It will be held at  
The Chicken Ranch 

See Group works for more information 
and to sign up!!

 December 10 -  December 18th
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John Donilly’s “winning Crown Imperial”

will be the featured car!
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Plans are being made for another 
MAG Auction 

WeKoPa Casino and resort 
January 22, 2021   8:00 AM  

to  
January 24, 2021 - 6:00 PM 

MAG is looking forward to having a live auction and will continue to 
follow Covid guidelines with the CDC recommendations. 

They would like the support of the ARC club again this year.  
Watch Group News for further information 

The 10 Greatest Cars of the ’60's
https:www.hemmings.com/stories/2020/06/16/the-10-best-
performance-cars-of-the-1960s?

refer=news&utm_source=edaily&utm_medium=email&utm_camp
aign=2020_11_17

Ed Zacko shares more Hemmings Tips  
copy these links into your browser

How to best photograph your car to sell
https://www.hemmings.com/stories/2020/06/15/car-
photography-101-get-the-right-hero-shots-of-your-car-to-get-
buyers-excited?
refer=news&utm_source=edaily&utm_medium=email&utm_ca
mpaign=2020_11_15
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Welcome to “In For Repairs”!  
If you know anyone who needs a little cheering up or 
who is going through a difficult time, ARC wants to 
know. We are one big family, and we care about one 
another. Please contact me at 
stevelinda2004@earthlink.net or call 623-214-1090 
with the information. I will be in contact with the 
individual by e-mail and also follow up with a card and 
special note from ARC. Please keep the following 

individuals in your thoughts and prayers. If you know them personally, I’m 
sure they would love to hear from you. 
We know that many of our members are facing some challenges right now 
but wish to remain private.  We are thinking of all you and wishing you 
brighter days ahead. 
Lauren Matley (# 16) – Sad to report that Lauren is in hospice under 
palliative care.  We keep you in our thoughts and prayers, Lauren. 
Reita Dorssom (# 607) – Reita is going through some health issues.  
Thinking of you and wishing you sunny days ahead, Rieta 
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ARC Angels 
The ARC Angels are a group of ARC members, led by 
Randy Robinson and Dan Kuhl, who quietly go around 
helping SCW residents who are in need. They don’t ask or 
look for recognition or praise. Occasionally, someone who 
has been helped, lets us know.   Thank you to all of the ARC 
Angels for your continued service to the SCW community.

My mask protects you  & your mask protects me 
Remember: masks covering  

the entire nose and mouth are required at  
ALL TIMES  in ALL Rec Center Buildings 
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For Sale 1929 Model “A” Pickup 
Restored, engine rebuilt, wheels powder-coated, 

electronic ignition, recent tires, new bed, etched wind wings,  
less than 500 miles since restoration 

Also have car memorabilia - signs, water cans 
with logos, neon clocks with logos and some parts 

Call Chris - 630.624.5110 or modelachris@gmail.com
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happy HOLIDAYS  
TO everyone
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STAY SAFE 
Mike mandates wear 

masks and stay 
outdoors!!
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Order Your Car Dash Display Plaque 
     New Display Plaques for your car, golf cart, or bike?  It is good for you 
and fund raising for the club.  Get rid of your old, torn, dog eared 
displays, the new ones are made with champagne-beige color paper and 
laminated with thicker, UV protection pouches.   

Price:  $15 each… or $20 for two if it has exactly the same content. 

     Print the order form on page 21 or stop by the club and ask a Desk 
Monitor to see a sample plaque.  Get an order form, fill it out, and make 
your payment in cash, check, or credit card.  NOPE, NO chickens.  
     Any questions, call Sue Steward: 623-262-5225 or email:          
suesteward.az@gmail.com    
     Sue is donating the time and materials to help the club raise funds.  
100% of the sale proceeds goes to the club.  So, stop by the club and 
place your orders today. 
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ARC  CLUB CONTACT  INFORMATION 
Shop Phone Number: 623-518-3226 

ARCOFSCW@gmail.com 
ARC Club 

P.O Box  5034 
Sun City West, AZ  85376-5034 

Tom Jones, President 
Bob Janis, 1st VP 

Dean Lewellen, 2nd VP 
Kathy Swanson, Secretary 

Pete Mahnke, 1st Treasurer 
Gary Kakert,  2nd Treasurer 

Craig Landers, Shop Manager 
Bob Janisz, Paint Shop Manager 

Jan Lahtonen and Tony Pallozi , Safety Coordinators 
Paul Nordmeyer, Membership Director 

Ellen Zacko, Editor of Rusty Nuts 
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ARC meets monthly  the 3rd Tuesday, at 2:00  at RH Johnson 
Social Hall (no meetings in June, July and August)
ARC WEBSITE    https://arcofscw.com
ARC FACEBOOK  Automotive/Restoration Club facebook
ARC EMAIL    ARCOFSCW@gmail.com
ARC Newsletter contact  - mikezackaroonie@gmail.com

 Ellen Zacko   623 374 3056, please leave message

mailto:ARCOFSCW@gmail.com
mailto:ARCOFSCW@gmail.com
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While staying at home 
enjoy a 

Travel Page 

 Blue Herons at Low Tide in BC hunting for crabs
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 A Message from Mike the Moose

Rusty Nuts is your newsletter.  Thank you to all the member 
contributions.  Keep them coming.  Everyone has a story and yours 

is important to the membership. 
Send your contribution to: mikezackaroonie@gmail.com 

Your stories make this newsletter!

Special thank you to Deborah Ray, my friend and proofreader.    
I couldn’t do this job without her special help.   

Ellen Zacko - editor
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It is often the bend in the road that makes  
life really worth the drive. 
Happy Holidays to everyone!

If you are having trouble with holiday shopping

get your own Mike the Moose book


filled with wisdom!

The perfect holiday gift!!!


We deliver or will ship for you  

call 623 374 3056


on sale - $15.00 Plus S/H


